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Abstract
Let N be a nite directed network and M its nonempty subnetwork. It is proved that if uM
and iM are vectors of branch voltages and currents in M satisfying Kirchho’s laws in every loop
and cutset of N contained in M, then they can be extended to vectors u and i of branch voltages
and currents in N satisfying Kirchho’s laws in every loop and cutset of N. A constructive
procedure leading to such extensions is given. Moreover, u and i are uniquely determined if and
only if there exist, respectively, a forest and a coforest of N contained in M. These results
are considered also in the case of innite networks. The proof is set-theoretic and employs the
axiom of choice. Finally, the extendibility of nonnegative voltage and current regimes consistent
with Kirchho’s laws from subnetworks is discussed. Then sucient topological conditions which
make it possible are specied and both kinds of extendibility are shown to be mutually exclusive
already in the case when M consists of a single branch. All this is motivated by the possibility of
Tellegen’s theorem on the total power consumption in subnetworks investigated recently by the
author in the case of nite electrical networks, Minty’s classical paper and by various technical
problems. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Directed network; Kirchho’s laws; Minty’s coloured branch theorem; Axiom of
choice
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1. Introduction
Kirchho’s voltage and current laws are the basis of electrical network theory (see
only [5,6,9]). In this paper we establish the extendibility of the voltage and current
regimes consistent with Kirchho’s laws from a subnetwork to the whole network.
For nite networks this is motivated by Cel [3], where the possibility of Tellegen’s
theorem on the total power consumption under admissible current{voltage regimes in
subnetworks was investigated by the author. Theorem 1 stated in Section 2 concerns
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nite networks. Next, using a variant of the axiom of choice and some elementary set
theory, the case of innite networks is discussed. Finally, two further theorems deal
with the much more nontrivial extendibility of nonnegative voltage and current regimes.
This is motivated by the DC analysis of diode-transistor circuits, where questions arise
if particular combinations of polarizations of semiconductor junctions are possible.
Some further extendibility results with various types of constraints imposed on branch
voltages and currents may be interesting and practically useful for electrical engineers.
Related extendibility problems are of interest also in cybernetics, where, e.g., water
distribution systems, gas and transportation networks with a priori restrictions on ows
are considered [15]. It should be emphasized that, in general, results of this paper rarely
remain true if the network contains concrete elements, i.e. branch voltages and currents
must obey additional constraints resulting from characteristics of these elements. This
leads to the substantial problem of extensions of voltage and current vectors when they
are restricted by Ohm’s law as well.
Recall that the removal of a branch from a nite graph G yields the subgraph con-
taining all the nodes and branches of G except the distinguished branch. By contract-
ing a branch we mean the operation that rst removes it from G and then coalesces
its terminals in the resulting graph. Following [7, Chapter 2]; and [10, Section 1:3],
by a walk W in G we mean a nite alternating sequence of nodes and branches
v0; b1; v1; b2; : : : ; vk−1; bk ; vk , beginning and ending with nodes, in which each branch is
incident with the two nodes immediately preceding and following it. W is closed at v0
if v0 = vk and is open otherwise. The length of W is k>0, the number of occurrences
of branches in it. Walks may be extremely exotic, that is, contain repeatedly the same
branches and nodes. If all nodes vi (16i6k−1) are distinct, then W is called a path.
For a connected graph G, let V1 and V2 be a decomposition of the set of nodes of
G into two nonempty disjoint subsets. Following [10, Section 2:6], by a cut of G we
mean the set of all branches of G with one endpoint in V1 and the other in V2.
We review briey also basic concepts of simplest transnite networks, namely, the
0-networks to make the paper self-contained. The basic denitions below are recalled
from [12,13]. Let B be an innite set of any cardinality whose elements are called
branches. Each branch is identied with a pair of endpoints called elementary tips.
Each elementary tip belongs to exactly one branch. Let T denote the set of all ele-
mentary tips of all the branches in B. Next, partition T into nonempty subsets and call
each subset a 0-node. By the 0-graph G, we mean a pair G = fB; N 0g, where N 0 is
the set of 0-nodes. The nite 0-walk, path and loop are understood as for conventional
graphs. G is 0-connected if and only if there is a nite 0-path that embraces every
two of its 0-nodes. For a 0-connected 0-graph G, let V1 and V2 be a decomposition of
the set of 0-nodes of G into two nonempty disjoint subsets. By a 0-cut of G we mean
the set of all branches of G with one endpoint in a 0-node of V1 and the other in a
0-node of V2. By a 0-cutset we mean a 0-cut which does not contain a proper subset
of branches making a 0-cut. A 0-cut is nite if and only if the set of its branches is
nite. An elementary argument reveals that a nite 0-cut of G is a union of pairwise
disjoint 0-cutsets, which is a version of [10, Theorem 2:7] for 0-graphs. Now let B be
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a nonempty subset of B. After removing from N 0 every 0-node that does not have at
least one elementary tip belonging to a branch of B, the remaining 0-nodes comprise
a nonempty subset N 0 of N
0. Then H = fB; N 0g is the subgraph of G induced by
B. Observe that, in general, H is not a 0-graph because a 0-node of N 0 may contain
elementary tips that do not belong to any branch of B.
It is well known that in a 0-network N containing only positive linear resistors
and independent sources Kirchho’s laws may not be satised (cf. [14], where the
nonstandard analysis has been proposed to remedy this situation). Therefore we will
require here that they hold only in nite 0-loops and nite 0-cutsets, if they exist at
all. This agrees with the approach in [12,13].
2. Main results
The following theorem resumes the standard extendibility property for nite net-
works.
Theorem 1. Let N be a nite directed network and M its nonempty subnetwork. If
uM and iM are vectors of branch voltages and currents in M satisfying Kirchho’s
laws in every loop and cutset of N contained in M; then they can be extended to
vectors u and i of branch voltages and currents in N satisfying Kirchho’s laws in
every loop and cutset of N. u and i are uniquely determined if and only if there
exist, respectively, a forest and a coforest of N contained in M.
Proof. For nontriviality let M 6= N. We can assume without loss of generality that
N is connected. Otherwise, we could consider each of its components separately. We
indicate constructive procedures leading to desired vectors u and i.
To begin with we dispose the voltage case. Let LM denote the union of all branches
in loops of N contained in M. Contract all branches in LM. The resulting network
N0 is connected, may contain self-loops and contains no loops made exclusively of
branches of M. By Chen [4, Problems 2:43 and 2:44], or [5, Problem 3:10], or [10,
Theorem 2:4], there is a tree T 0 of N0 containing all branches in M n LM. Now we
can assign voltages on branches in N nM. If a branch of N nM lies in T 0, then
we impose its voltage arbitrarily. Next, x a forest F in LM. Then as easily seen
the spanning subgraph T = T 0 [ F of N is connected and without loops in N, so
that it is a tree of N. Now if a branch b of N nM lies in the cotree T , then
we impose its voltage so that Kirchho’s voltage law is satised in the fundamental
loop determined by b in N. In this way the voltages on all branches of N nM are
assigned. Observe that Kirchho’s voltage law is satised in every fundamental loop
of N with respect to T . In fact, if the cotree branch determining such a loop lies
in N nM, then this follows immediately from the above construction. If it lies in
M, then the corresponding fundamental loop also lies wholly in LMM and it is
enough to invoke the initial assumption. Now remark after [5, Theorem 3:4], that the
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equation resulting from Kirchho’s voltage law for an arbitrary loop in N is a linear
combination of equations resulting from Kirchho’s voltage law for fundamental loops
in N relative to a tree of N, so that Kirchho’s voltage law holds for any loop in
N and the proof of the voltage case is complete.
Now proceeding dually we prove the current case. Let CM denote the union of all
branches in cutsets of N contained in M. Remove all branches in CM. The resulting
network N00 is disconnected, may contain single-branch cutsets and contains no cutsets
made exclusively of branches of M. Again, by Chen [4, Problems 2:43 and 2:44; 5,
Problem 3:10], or [10, Theorem 2:4], there is a forest G of N00 containing MnCM in
its coforest G. Now, we are able to assign currents in branches of NnM. If a branch
of N nM lies in GN00, then we impose its current arbitrarily. Next, by the results
cited twice above, there is in N a tree S containing G. It arises by adjoining certain
branches of CM to G. Now if a branch d of N nM lies in G, then we impose its
current so that Kirchho’s current law is satised in the fundamental cutset determined
by d in N with respect to S . In this way, the currents in all branches of N nM
are assigned. Observe that Kirchho’s current law is satised in every fundamental
cutset of N with respect to S . If the tree branch determining such a cutset lies in
NnM, then this follows from the construction. If it lies in M, so that in CM, then the
corresponding fundamental cutset also lies wholly in CMM and again it is enough
to invoke the initial assumption. Since, by virtue of [5, Theorem 3:6], the equation
resulting from Kirchho’s current law for any cutset of N is a linear combination of
equations for fundamental cutsets relative to a tree of N, Kirchho’s current law is
satised in every cutset of N, as desired.
It remains to establish the uniqueness criteria. We prove simultaneously the voltage
and the current case to save space. If there exists a tree (cotree) of N in M, then
every voltage on (current in) a branch of N nM is uniquely determined by Kirch-
ho’s voltage (current) law in a corresponding fundamental loop (cutset). Conversely,
suppose that u (i) is uniquely determined. Then there cannot be a cutset (loop) of N
contained in NnM, since otherwise by voltage (current) version of Vaschy’s theorem
on equivalent circuits (see [2, Theorem 1], or [10, Theorems 2:14 and 6:5]), compo-
nents of u (i) corresponding to this cutset (loop) could be changed by the same, with
respect to the xed orientation of this cutset (loop), arbitrary value without disturbing
the circuit’s operating point, a contradiction. Hence, no branches of N nM make a
cutset (loop), so that there is a tree (cotree) of N such that N nM is contained in
the cotree (tree), as desired. The proof is complete.
An alternative proof of Theorem 1 may be obtained from Minty’s theorem [8, Theo-
rem 4:1], where intervals associated with branches of M reduce to single points while
those associated with branches of NnM coincide with the whole real line. We are in
a position to establish the main theorem for a specied subclass of transnite networks.
The method of proof of Theorem 1 is not particularly suitable for such a generalization
and that is why we propose a more natural set-theoretic argument. It avoids notions
of a forest and coforest of a 0-network. The reader will notice that the current part of
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Theorem 2 holds also if in the denition of a nite 0-cutset we required additionally
that at least one of the sets V1; V2 be nite. The validity of Kirchho’s current law
would then be restricted to a substantially smaller class of 0-cutsets and, for example,
would allow a nonzero current to ow in an endless series interconnection of branches.
Theorem 2. Let N be a directed 0-network and M its nonempty subnetwork. If uM
and iM are vectors of branch voltages and currents in M satisfying Kirchho’s laws
in every nite 0-loop and 0-cutset of N contained in M, then they can be extended
to vectors u and i of branch voltages and currents in N satisfying Kirchho’s laws
in every nite 0-loop and 0-cutset of N. u and i are uniquely determined if and only
if every branch of N nM makes with some branches of M, respectively, a nite
0-loop and 0-cutset of N.
Proof. This proof is set-theoretic. Assume that M 6= N and N is 0-connected. The
idea of this approach consists in extending the subnetwork gradually, so that each time
Kirchho’s law is satised in the extended subnetwork.
For the voltage case we dene a family MU of subnetworks of N containing M,
with assigned branch voltages satisfying Kirchho’s voltage law in all nite 0-loops
of N they contain. Introduce a partial order U in MU as follows: M U ~M if
and only if M is a subnetwork of ~M and determines the voltages on branches of
~M contained in M. By the Hausdor maximality principle [1], M is included in a
maximal subnetwork M of N with respect to U . We claim that M =N. Suppose
not and select any branch b of N nM. If it does not make a 0-loop by itself
or exclusively with branches of M, then its voltage can be assigned arbitrarily and
Kirchho’s voltage law is not violated in the resulting extended subnetwork. This
however contradicts the maximality of M. Hence, suppose that it makes a 0-loop
in N with some branches of M constituting a 0-path P. Then we determine the
voltage on b from Kirchho’s voltage law for this 0-loop. It remains to show that
Kirchho’s voltage law is satised in every loop of N contained in the extended
subnetwork b [M. For this we take another path Q in M which constitutes a loop
with b . To check that Kirchho’s voltage law is satised in the loop b [ Q too, it is
enough to show that the total voltage drop along the closed walk made of P and Q
is zero. Thus, let us choose in M a closed walk W at a node v0. For nontriviality,
assume that the length m of W is at least 2. We apply induction on m. Suppose
the truth for all closed walks in M of length 6m − 1. Dene W as the sequence
v0; b1; v1; b2; : : : ; vm−1; bm; v0. Recall that the same branches and nodes may appear in
this sequence repeatedly. If all vi (06i6m − 1) denote distinct nodes, then W is a
loop and we are done with the initial assumption. If not, then let 06i06m − 1 be
the smallest index such that vi0 denotes a node appearing in W at least twice, and
let vj0 (i0 <j0) be its position nearest to vi0 . Then we decompose W into the union
of two closed subwalks, namely v0; b1; : : : ; vi0 ; bj0+1; : : : ; bm; v0 and vi0 ; bi0+1; : : : ; vj0 , each
of length 6m − 1. It is immediately seen that the total voltage drop along W is the
sum of voltage drops along specied subwalks, but, by the induction hypothesis, these
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two are equal to zero which yields the assertion for W. The argument for voltages is
complete.
For the current case we dene a family MI of subnetworks of N containing M, with
assigned branch currents satisfying Kirchho’s current law in all nite 0-cutsets of N
they contain. Introduce a partial order I in MI as follows: M I ~M if and only if M
is a subnetwork of ~M and determines the currents in branches of ~M contained in M.
Again, by virtue of the Hausdor maximality principle, M is included in a maximal
subnetwork M of N with respect to I . We claim that M =N. Suppose not
and let c be any branch in N nM. If it does not make a nite 0-cutset by itself
or exclusively with branches of M, then the existence of an extension of M,
violating its maximality, is immediate. Hence, suppose that c makes a nite 0-cutset
C in N with some branches of M. Then we determine the current in c from
Kirchho’s current law for C. It remains to check that Kirchho’s current law holds in
any other nite 0-cutset D of N including c and contained in c [M. Assume that
the orientation of c determines orientations of C and D. For nontriviality, let C 6= D.
Identify C with a pair hV1; V2i of nonempty disjoint sets of nodes of N such that C
consists of branches with one terminal in V1 and the other in V2. Analogously, identify
D with a pair hW1; W2i. Every two of the sets Vi;Wj (i; j=1; 2) may have a nonempty
intersection. We model below the most general situation in the Euclidean plane R2.
Let the point with coordinates (i; j) represent the set Vi \ Wj. Then line segments
[(1; 1); (2; 1)] and [(1; 2); (2; 2)] (respectively, [(1; 1); (1; 2)] and [(2; 1); (2; 2)]) represent
branches in C n D (respectively, D n C). Moreover, line segments [(1; 1); (2; 2)] and
[(2; 1); (1; 2)] represent branches in C \ D. Note that some of the six specied line
segments may not be present in the diagram. If a set Vi \Wj is empty, then the vertex
(i; j) of the square disappears together with all line segments incident to it. Since
c 2 C \D 6= ;, we can always rearrange coordinate axes, so that c enters branches
represented by [(1; 1); (2; 2)] and is directed from (1; 1) to (2; 2). Since C \D 6= ;, at
least one of the sets V1 \W2, V2 \W1 is nonempty. The cut separating Vi \Wj(i 6= j)
from the rest of the nodes of N is contained in C[D c [M and does not include
c. By Swamy and Thulasiraman [10, Theorem 2:7], it is the union of pairwise disjoint
cutsets contained in M, so that, by the initial assumption, the sum of currents in
it must be zero. This yields IC12; 22 + IC12; 21 − ID11; 12 = 0 and ID21; 22 + ID21; 12 − IC11; 21 = 0,
where ICkl; mn denotes the algebraic sum of currents owing from (k; l) towards (m; n) in
branches of C represented by the line segment [(k; l); (m; n)]. Subtracting the last two
equalities, we obtain IC12; 22 + IC12; 21 + IC11; 21 = ID21; 22 + ID21; 12 + ID11; 12 . Since IC11; 22 = ID11; 22 ,
this shows that the sum of currents in D equals the sum of currents in C, that is, zero.
This completes the argument in the current case.
If a branch of N nM does not make any nite 0-loop (cutset) of N with some
branches of M, then its voltage (current) can be imposed arbitrarily and Kirchho’s
voltage (current) law is not aected. Then, however, the Hausdor maximality principle
would lead, as described above, to dierent vectors u and i. The essential implication in
the specied uniqueness criteria has therefore been established. The proof is complete.
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Various other extendibility results can be investigated. They may involve additional
constraints on branch voltages and currents. Here we consider one of the most nat-
ural cases when all voltages or currents are required to be nonnegative. Theorem 3
below species sucient conditions on the topology of the network which make such
extensions possible.
Theorem 3. Let N be a nite directed network and M its nonempty subnetwork. If
after contracting all directed loops in M there are no directed loops in N including
both branches ofM andNnM and every loop including opposite directed branches of
M and at least one branch of NnM contains opposite directed branches of NnM,
then every nonnegative vector uM of branch voltages in M satisfying Kirchho’s
voltage law in every loop of N contained in M can be extended to a nonnegative
vector u of branch voltages in N satisfying Kirchho’s voltage law in every loop of
N.
If after removing all directed cutsets of N contained in M there are no directed
cutsets in N including both branches of M and N nM and every cutset including
opposite directed branches of M and at least one branch ofNnM contains opposite
directed branches of N nM, then every nonnegative vector iM of branch currents
in M satisfying Kirchho’s current law in every cutset of N contained in M can
be extended to a nonnegative vector i of branch currents in N satisfying Kirchho’s
current law in every cutset of N.
Proof. We start with the voltage case. Observe rst that it is enough to prove the
required extendibility only for the case when no loops are present in M. In fact, then
in an arbitrary M which diers from a union of self-loops we can select a forest FM
and construct a nonnegative extension for FM. Kirchho’s voltage law is of course
satised in every loop of N contained in FM [N nM or M. Select any loop in N
and replace in it every branch of M by a path in FM resulting from a corresponding
fundamental loop. Then the sum of branch voltages along the selected loop is equal
to the sum of branch voltages along the arising closed walk in F [N nM, that is,
by an inductive argument as in the proof of Theorem 2, zero, as required. If M is a
union of self-loops, then the zero vector is one of admissible candidates for u and we
are done. Hence, we can assume in the sequel that M contains no loops.
Observe next, that the specied topological assumptions on N are satised also in
any network obtained from N by contracting some branches of M. It is enough to
establish this for the case of one contracted branch c. In the network resulting from N
by contracting c select any loop Lc including a branch of M and a branch of NnM
coming from a loop L in N including c. If Lc is directed, then either L is directed
which contradicts the assumption on N or c and some branch b of M is opposite
directed in L. In the latter case, however, the assumption on N would yield two
branches of NnM opposite directed in L, hence also in Lc, contradictory to the fact
that Lc is directed. If in turn Lc contained two opposite-directed branches of M and
at least one branch of NnM, then the same would hold in L, so that, by assumption
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on N, L and in consequence also Lc would contain two opposite-directed branches
of N nM, as desired.
Now the rest is easy. We apply induction on the number m of branches of the
subnetwork M not containing any loop. Let rst m = 1, that is, M= fb g and a non-
negative voltage ub be imposed on b . Since, by assumption, b is not in a directed
loop, a simplied variant of Minty’s coloured branch theorem [8,11], it must be in a
directed cutset. Then we assign the voltage ub to all branches of this cutset and zero
voltages to other branches of N. It follows from the orthogonality of loops and cutsets
[10, Theorems 2:14 and 6:5] that Kirchho’s voltage law is satised in every loop of
N, as required. Suppose now the truth for m− 1 and consider a subnetwork M with
m branches not making any loop. Fix a branch b of M. By what has been said above,
the network N0 obtained from N by contracting b and the network N00 obtained
from N by contracting all branches of M except b satisfy the specied topological
assumptions and contain no loops made of branches of M. By the induction hypothesis,
there is a nonnegative vector u0 of branch voltages in N satisfying Kirchho’s voltage
law in every loop of N whose component corresponding to b is zero and components
corresponding to branches of M n b are equal to those imposed in uM, and a nonneg-
ative vector u00 of branch voltages in N satisfying Kirchho’s voltage law in every
loop of N whose component corresponding to b is ub and components corresponding
to branches of M n b are zero. The linearity of N now implies that u = u0 + u00 is
the desired nonnegative vector of branch voltages in N satisfying Kirchho’s voltage
law in every loop of N. This completes the proof of the voltage case.
Now proceeding dually we prove the more cumbersome current case. It is enough to
prove the required extendibility only for the case when no cutsets of N are present in
M. In fact, then in an arbitrary M we consider the family of all cutsets of N contained
in M and select the minimal subset S of branches of M such that there are no cutsets
of N contained in MnS. No subset of S can make a loop by itself or with branches
of N nM. In fact, otherwise we could diminish S to S0 by removing from it any
branch from such a loop and, by the orthogonality of loops and cutsets, there cannot be
cutsets of N contained in M nS0, which contradicts the choice of S. If M nS 6= ;,
then, by construction, there are no cutsets of N contained in M nS, so that we can
produce a nonnegative extension for M n S. Kirchho’s current law is satised in
every cutset of N contained in M nS [N nM or M. Select any other cutset D in
N containing a number of branches of S in order to prove that Kirchho’s current
law is satised in it. Without loss of generality, we can do this for the case when D
contains exactly one branch c of S and then apply induction for the general case.
Observe that c makes a cutset C of N exclusively with branches of M nS. In fact,
otherwise a simplied variant of Minty’s coloured branch theorem [2, Theorem 2; 8,11]
would imply that c would be in a loop made of branches of S[NnM, contradictory
to the conclusion just made. Hence, we obtain the situation already considered in the
proof of Theorem 2 and that elementary set-theoretic argument in the plane reveals
that Kirchho’s current law holds in D, as desired. If M nS= ;, then every branch
of M must make a cutset of N by itself, so that the zero vector is one of admissible
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candidates for i and we are done. Hence, we can assume in the sequel that M contains
no cutsets of N.
Observe now that the specied topological assumptions on N are satised also in
any network obtained from N by removing some branches of M. Let us prove this
for the case of one removed branch c. In the network resulting from N by removing
c select any cutset Cc including a branch of M and a branch of NnM coming from
a cutset C in N including c. If Cc were directed, then either C is directed, which
contradicts the assumption on N or c and some branch b of M is opposite directed
in C. In this case, however, the assumption on N would yield two branches of NnM
opposite directed in C, hence also in Cc, contradictory to the fact that Cc is directed. If
in turn Cc contained two opposite-directed branches of M and at least one branch of
N nM, then the same would hold in C, so that, by assumption on N, C and in con-
sequence also Cc would contain two opposite-directed branches of NnM, as desired.
To nish the proof we apply induction on the number m of branches of the sub-
network M not containing any cutset of N. Let rst m = 1, that is, M = fb g and a
nonnegative current ib be imposed in b . By assumption, b is not in a directed cutset
of N, so that a simplied variant of Minty’s coloured branch theorem [8,11] yields
that it must be in a directed loop. Then we assign the current ib to all branches of
this loop and zero currents to other branches of N. The orthogonality of loops and
cutsets [10, Theorems 2:14 and 6:5] implies that Kirchho’s current law is satised
in every cutset of N, as required. Now suppose the truth for m − 1 and consider a
subnetwork M with m branches not containing any cutset of N. Fix a branch b of
M. The considerations above show that the network N0 obtained from N by remov-
ing b and the network N00 obtained from N by removing all branches of M except
b satisfy the listed topological assumptions and contain no cutsets made of branches
of M. By the induction hypothesis to N0 and N00, there is a nonnegative vector i0
of branch currents in N satisfying Kirchho’s current law in every cutset of N whose
component corresponding to b is zero and components corresponding to branches of
M n b are equal to those imposed in iM, and a nonnegative vector i00 of branch volt-
ages in N satisfying Kirchho’s current law in every cutset of N whose component
corresponding to b is ib and components corresponding to branches of Mnb are zero.
By the linearity of N, i = i0 + i00 is the desired nonnegative vector of branch voltages
in N satisfying Kirchho’s current law in every cutset of N. The proof of Theorem
3 is complete.
The last theorem shows that the properties of extendibility of nonnegative voltages
and currents are closely related already when the subnetwork M consists of a single
branch.
Theorem 4. LetN be a nite directed network and b its distinguished branch. Then
exactly one of two following statements holds:
(i) Every nonnegative voltage on b can be extended to a nonnegative vector u of
branch voltages in N satisfying Kirchho’s voltage law in every loop of N.
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(ii) Every nonnegative current in b can be extended to a nonnegative vector i of
branch currents in N satisfying Kirchho’s current law in every cutset of N.
Proof. We shall prove that (ii) and the negation of (i) are equivalent statements.
Suppose rst that (ii) holds to derive the negation of (i). Then b cannot be in a directed
cutset, since otherwise no positive current in b could be extended to a nonnegative
vector i of branch currents in N|Kirchho’s current law would be violated in this
cutset. Hence, by a simplied variant of Minty’s coloured branch theorem [8,11], b
must be in a directed loop. Then however Kirchho’s voltage law will be violated in
this loop for any positive voltage imposed on b and arbitrary nonnegative voltages
associated with other branches. Thus (i) does not hold, as claimed.
Conversely, suppose that (i) does not hold. Then b must be in a directed loop L.
In fact, otherwise, again by Minty’s coloured branch theorem b would be in a directed
cutset. Having given any nonnegative voltage on b we would impose this voltage on
all branches of this cutset and zero voltages on all other branches of N would now
follow from the orthogonality of loops and cutsets [10, Theorems 2:14 and 6:5] that
Kirchho’s voltage law is satised in every loop of N, contradictory to the assumption
that (i) does not hold. Hence, having given any nonnegative current in b we assume
that it circulates in L and zero currents are assigned to all other branches. Again,
by the orthogonality of loops and cutsets, Kirchho’s current law is satised in every
cutset of N which proves (ii), as desired. The proof is complete.
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